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!Caldwell Pair Celebrates
'66th Wedding Anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. J. S.
Scott have lived in
this County all their
Lives

Hunter, Ill Last
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der and Official
hus it stands
h Britain 3

Hunter, 53 years old,
widely popular Mayor
cton, died at his home
Si Jefferson street at
'duct Sunday a:ternoon.
Illness extending since
1939, when he was
by a throat infection
ii ne never recovered.
carving the third year of
Jed term in office, having
ucted in December, 1937.
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First W eekly Newspaper
in Kentucky to be Granted
Associated Press Membership

Baptists Open
Regional Meet
At Local Church

Mr. and Mrs J. S. Scott, Caldwell county, believe their 66th
wedding anniversary, celebrated
this year, has produced a record
bf marriage longevity.
The aged couple was married
February 11, 1874, and have lived
together in this county since
that date. "Uncle Joe and Aunt
Mandy" as they are known to
friends, are still active in the
pursuit of a daily routine on their Scott, and Floyd
tt. Three ot
farm near Scottsburg.
their 10 children h e died.
Mr. Scott is nearing 90 and his
The Scotts noW live only a
wife is 87. They have seven children living: Mrs. Viola Brown, short distance from where they
Edgar Scott, Mark Scott, Mrs. were born, reared and married
Ernest Davis, Urey and Carey more than half a century ago,

Speaker Bankhead Faded
Stricken Seriously

Auto Tags
To Be Repainted
Free, Is Ruling
Car Owners Will be
Notified when to Visit County Highway
Garage

Registration of 400
Delegates this Afternoon; Banquet Session Tonight

After months of driving with
license tags faded so as to be almost, if not completely, illegible,
Kentucky motorists were advised
this wees that they may have
their old tags repainted free of
charge at their county highway
garages, the State Highway De-

The Western Regional Baptist
Training Union opened its regional convention at the First
Baptist Church here today. After
registration, at 4 o'clock this afternoon, a special banquet will be
held at the Henrietta Hotel. Ser-

vices under direction of the Rey.
partment announced this week.
E. T. Mosely will complete the
By Associated Press
Last week, warnings were isconvention's opening day proBALTIMORE, Sept. 10 (191—Dr. sued by Cincinnatti officials that
gram.
The meeting continues through George W. Calver, Washington faded Kentucky auto licenses
tcmorrow, with morning, after- physician, said tonight Speaker plates would no longer be tolernoon, and night sessions featur- William B. Bankhead of the ated across the river in Ohio,
ing addresses by the Revernd Mr. House of Representatives was while this week, similar action
Mosely, the Rev. H. S. Summers, stricken "seriously ill" in a down- was taken by West Virginia. The
and the Rev. L. E. Martin. A town hotel here.
offer from Frankfort to put the
Dr. Calver said the 66-year-old
special musical program, with
red numerals on the plates came
time
short
a
ill
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speaker
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s,
various choir arrangement
Monday.
The
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Leader,
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a
before
address
which has awakened under
an
The theme of the district meet
Highway garage, situated on S.
in
campaign
Democratic
the
ing
best
Caldwell county has the
its new management of G.
will be "The New Testament
Seminary street, has not yet re:unter was a native of
Pattern of Church Memberships", Maryland.
M. Pedley, came out last week
ceived the order from Frankfort,
county, having been born tobacco crop since 1937, accordand the several addresses and dewith a section printed in
Woodrow Vaughn, office employe
SS miles from Princeton. ing to some of the best of the
votional services will deal with
said Wednesday. Mr, Vaughn
green ink. It was devoted to
a farmer for several years county's producers, and if proemfor
Princeton
Necessity
subject.
this
said notices would be mailed to
n was connected with the per attention is paid to curing, the Fourth Annual Tobacco
Rev. J. G. Cothran, pastor of
players to apply for speical cermotor vehicle owners regarding
Festival, which must have
'a.8eay-Adams Produce
a higher
proreceive
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said,
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host
when they may bring cars to the
been a colorful event, judgtificates from the Department of the
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ing by the many beautiful
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Industrial Relations if they wish
the
of
workers
to
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license plates repainted, as SOOla
girls, who represented some
in street, in the Prince- years. It is expected a higher
to employ inexperienced work- Baptist Training Union, and to
as possible.
eight or ten counties in the
uce Company, which he percentage of this year's crop
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ers as "learners"
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Repaint jobs will require only
"Black Belt." If the tobacco
operated successfully. will make snuff grades than
visions of the Minimum Wage great value to those who attend."
about three minutes each the
is half as good as the girls
linable to attend to his usual and this will help offset the
About 400 out of town delegarage man said.
Law was cited by William C. Burare beautiful, then the growfull time, during the last
gates are expected, with Upbad condition of the overseas
In the absence of formal iners will have no reason for
.ths of life.
row, commissioner or the departF. Graproximately 100 from outside
With a winning spirit esislent,&inactions here, it is riot known
complaint. Congratulations.
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According
learner certificates in force in of the convention, and the asso- rapidly in their second week of have their license tags repaintes.
Tuesday and a large weather of the last week or ten
elation territory includes 11 football practice this week, and
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free, only to
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and
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former
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two
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Sims said, and
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the fish, too large for either
s. Sept 8, with Mrs.
lum, a tough, hard driving, 165posts and limited his salary for fort.
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Commissione
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pound ball carrier, shows proboth jobs to the
tion. They dragged it away.
Sinunous will divide the
out that there are at present 487
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due a cabinet member.
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The
Spending time in BirmSenator Taft (11.-Ohio), said learner certificates now in effect
field. McCaslin, towering first
to follow.
Edwin Koltinsky, "Butch" to
Ala., Conway and Kingsyear recruit, is serving as block- VMary Loftus, for several years
return that, except for President Roose- in Kentucky.
his former home.
hi's many friers:is, will
The department reserses the
back at present.
popular and efficient employe of
wit, Jones now had "more power
hcme this week from a prolonged
if
"We have a fighting bunch, and Hollowell's Drug Store, left
Outwood, than any other man in the hiss right to withdraw a certificate
at
& • *rge Eldred and Gus hospitalization
government." While It should become convinced that
for the first time in years some Thursday for Bowling Green
I :will return Sunday where he underwent a major op- tory of this
Taft said an employer, makes a practice of
of our boys carry a football where she will enroll for course
ago. Mr. Kol- lauding Jones' record,
weeks
six
eration
Joseph Island, Ontario,
The Princeton Livestock Co.[home on week-ends for more In bookkeeping and stenography
hoped that "this won't be re- dismissing learners when they
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Mrs. 'Ague Eldred, who 'Snaky
reach their promotional period. purchased 90 head of high quali- ' practice", the coach confided.
at Bowling Green Business Unimade a very sat- peated."
Ve00s-14 the summer health, having
ty feeder steers from County
"Every position is still wide versity. Upon conclusion of her
Jones will succeed Harry Hophis
from
recuperation
ate on the island, will isfactory
Agent J. F. Graham Monday, to open", he added "and all we studies Miss Loftus will return
tins as Secretary o: commerce.
ith them
operation.
be delivered in the next two have is leading candidates and home, to resume her position at
weeks. The steers were "bought good reserves fighting for the\ Hollowell's.
at the high dollar," without be- lead."
A truck driver was arrested ing weighed, Brad Lacy, manager
The Tigers' opening game will\ Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sevissn
here by State Patrolman Ruble of the stockyards. said Tuesday.
be played at Cadiz, Sept. 20 with and daughter, Martha, spent
Dowdy, Saturday, Sept. 7, for
Tuesday in Nashville.
Trigg County High.
maintaining a truck four feet
length.
limited
the
than
longer
The driver, a South Carolina
truckman, was fined $15 and
it
will,
list
mailing
A full week's work just completed on the Leader's
The City Council met Monday
costs of S12.50.
trouble
causing
Sept. 8, but postponed all
is ardently hoped, correct many mistakes which have been
night
subscriphave renewed
C. Hayden Delegate
business transactions due to the
W.
for a long time ... The editor is grateful to all who
Dr.
With schools organized for an- tion was launched, during the
since July 1.
death of Mayor Hugh Hunter,
tions, and to the numerous new subscribers gained
To State Medical Meet
year's work and many Chandler administration, not a
other
Sunday. Tip council adjourned
last week when a good
interested in the ingle school child has been fatal, The bookkeeper was almost overcome one day
dele- immediately until the next regu- parents vitally
the
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Hayden
come.
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one
and
past
welfare of their children, PrinceiadY insisted upon paying for three years, two
1940 lar meeting.
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ly injured near a school.
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,
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a
readers
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of
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dical Association, which will be
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School
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School
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Sept.
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during
here
made
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The current meeting
expectations the first
In 58 counties 2,864 members Watson. Charles Williamson, D.
operators license.
The Leader's revenues have materially exceeded
William C. Sneed, fifth president 1-7, for auto
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t
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.
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Patrol
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Mr. and Mrs. Charles Tate and drivers
of 'the work is supervised by State HighDepartment
to
Kentucky
subject
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son; Mr. and Mrs. Mary Sellers and that all such
Clyde Twisdale
and costs. The State American Legion, are serving ef- way Patrolmen
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of
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a
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G. M. PEDLEY, Editor.
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Caldwell Has Best
Tobacco in 3 Years

County Agent Gives
Advice o n Proper
Curing of Leaf

Turns Green,
Without Envy

Wage Warning Sent
To Local Employers

'Learners' Permits
Necessary if Workers Paid Under Scale

Butler High Squad
to 29 Players

GriddersProgress
kapidly i n Second
Week of Practise

Calls Jones 'Most
Powerful' After FDR

Water Moccasins
Haul Fish to Land,
Gang up on Victim

Texas Bankers Hold
Important Jobs Under New Deal

New Mayor Will Be
Named Monday Night

Choice is Chief Order
of Business for
Council Meeting

ons Vacationing
rmer Home

5
rinE
also'

Edwin Koltinsky
Home From Hospital

Mary Loftus Enters
Business College

90 Feeder Steers
Sold by J. F. Graham

l

A COUNTRY EDITOR EXPRESSES
APPRECIATION OF SUPPORT

Truck Body too Long
Driver Fined $27.50

Council Transacts
No Business Monday

Princeton Has Fine Asset
In School Boy Patrol

Drivers Can Save
By Buying License

.r.
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PUBLD3RED EVERY TWUR
GRACEAN M. PEDLEY
Editor and Publisher
matter at Princeton.
Entered as second class
ess of
Ky.. under the Act of Congr
March 3, 1879

aftermath of the Festival.
again they
Princeton people have proven
upbuilding
the
for
can and will work together
world knows this
of their community ... the
attracted to a place
is true; and the world is
harmoniously and
where good citizens, living
habit of lifting
progressively together, have a
and with that
their common load with a will
ration which alcordial and friendly coope
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ADVERTISING RATES
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THE REAL BENEFIT
OF THE FESTIVAL
If you are one of those who has heard
the question: Does the Tobacco Festival realested in
ly do any good?, you may be inter
a cOmr,
edito
ry
count
a
of
ns
vatio
obser
the
parative new-corner as a citizen of Princeton,
tho long acquainted with this community.
This near to the close of what is generally
conceded to have been the most successful
of Princeton's four Tobaccoc Fsetivals, when
the tine glow of satisfaction which comes
with knowledge of a hard job well done permeates the whole people of the town and
county, it is easy to answer, superficially at
least, the query propounded by those who are
slightly worn by the long chores of preparation: Yes, the Festival does a lot of good.
It brings folks to our town, they see our
progress, are pleased with our warm welcome and hospitable treatment, are entertained by the variety of events and stimulated by things old and new, by meeting friends,
indiby learning something of what trends
cate may be expected of the future. And this
is good for the community, as well as for the
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money taken in from those
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OF OUR ALIENS
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a
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s
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mean they are undesirable citizens by
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themselves at the postoffice in
it the respect of us all, for they will be Performing a disagreeable duty, making it possible for the government to ferret out any
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.
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Princeton, Kentucky
The Princeton Leader,

whose activities are dubious.
Also, the requirement of fingerprinting
no longer has any sinister significance since
year
thousands of respectable persons every
r
matte
a
have their finger prints taken as
of identification.
In large cities where the foreign bore
aselement is numerous, doubtless it is unple
nere
but
d;
alize
natur
not
ant to be an alien,
in the hinterlands these folk are too few and
their movements too closely circumscribed
for them to be a menace.
Hence, care should be taken to do no injustice to individuals who are perfectly loyal
on
to their land of residence. The registrati
that
mean
to
ded
not
inten
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now in progress
suspicion attaches to these folk; it simply
provides a means of checking up on any who
throw suspicion upon themselves by their
actions.

Looking Backward
TEN YEARS AGO TODAY

From our Sept. 9, 1930, Files
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counties last year,
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In 80 Kentu
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the Fair
instance,
old-time glory; and in every
wildthe
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sful,
succes
was
. . who
est dreams of the promotors
public
were merely progressive and
lend
spirited citizens, like those who
to
themselves so unselfishly each year
the Festival here.

•
good job as
He will do an extremely
much perwith
man
chair
ratic
Democ
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BreckinDesha
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For
,
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d
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no political
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man
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State
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execut
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Lawrence W. Hager, editor o:
a
Owensboro Messenger-Inquirer, also
,
stalwart Democrat of the old school
s and
editor
ablest
s
State'
the
of
one
opfor 25 years a leader in the devel
ment of Davies; county's thriving seat,
prominent in Rotary International, in
the American Legion and in many
other organizations and good movements, resigned the highly lucrative
job of postmaster at Owensboro, because he felt rests iction of his personal
liberty by the Hatch Act would be
more burdensome than he could bring
himself to bear. An example in good
citizenship which does him proud,
•
And while on this subject, let it be
remembered .that J. T. Norris, editor
of the Ashland Independent, is the new
State Commander of the American
Legion, and Keen Johnson, editor of
the Richmond Register, is making a
mighty good Governor of the Commonwealth, in everybody's book.
•
Julian Littlepage, a heavy lifter
himself, told me that "if it weren't
for about six knockers, the Festival
would go over bigger, with less trouble
and work, every year" . . Wonder if
he was cracking at me for putting myself on record as favoring a Fair instead of the Festival.
• '
A good county fair could include all
the features which have made up the
very successful and to many the most
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By G. M. P.
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th

county
Night horse shows at many
have
er
summ
this
cky
Kentu
in
fairs
large
proven very popular, attracting
crowds . . . Rings for child riders and
t
for amateurs have been the bigges
these
have
We
.
.
cards
ng
drawi
riders here and all around Princeton,
e
and we also have many fine saddl
horses.
•
Promotion of better cattle and sheep
is very much to the advantage o:
Caldwell and adjoining counties . .
We would do better, by far, to lend
impetus to efforts of our good farmers,
the county agent and the Experiment
Station to bring into the county more
pure bred cattle and sheep than to
continue trying to promote a crop
that is no longer, nor can ever be
again, our chief dependence as a
money producer.
•
Pennyriler does not intend here to
take anything from the splendid men
and women who have devoted themselves, their time and their talents tP
making Princeton's Tobacco Festival
one of the finest such events to be
staged in Kentucky . . All praise to
them, now and ever more . . But for
a good many years, it has been plain
to this country editor that Dark Tobacco takes more than it gives bees
from our soil and from the lives of
our people . . . World War No. 1 just
about ruined this crop as a good one,
financially; and the present war has
finished the Job.
Princeton could do better with a
County Fair than she has the Tobacco
Festival; and the Fair would do more
for Princeton and for all the people
of Caldwell county.

Said About Women
The test of civilization is the estimate of woman.-0. W. Curtis
The happiest women, like the happiest nations, have no history.--George
Eliot
, The best woman has always somewhat of a man's strength; and the
noblest man of a woman's gentleness

enjoyable Festival just closed . .. and
the Fair would embody some of the

Mulock.
The'society of Women is the element
of good manners.—Goethe. '
If thou wouldst please women that

old-fashioned but still popular contests and events for which Kentucky

must endeavor to make them pleased
with themselves.- Fuller.
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Three Face
4-H Club Members !These
Trial By Ballot

Scotland Yard Moves

The Farm
And Home

LONDON
-- Scotland Yard
has new headquarters—an PI90,Lamb leg does beat when placed 000 10-story extension to the
THE drivers could
In the roasting pan with the overcrowded Embankment buildlaugh. Every one escaped
side down. The "fell", that ing. The new Yard occupies 50,injury. It all
Grand Championship
000 square feet of floor space and
goes to show that you
,,apary
covering, should not be
never
Won by Bourbon
has been
under construction
ian guess what an
Lemoved from the roast.
automobile
three yearn. First big department
County Feeder
will do. For every e
The
lime
necessary for good moving in is the criminal reeore
instane
Beef and dairy cattle, awine,
slim an automobile runs
egg shells can be furnished by office with its staff of 60 and files
wild
shcep,
poultry,
crops,
clothnig,
)r turns turtle
keeping oyster shell or ground and photographs of every living
without incanned and baked foods, house
limestone be:ore hens, A com- "worthwhile" criminal le the
luring anyone, there is an seequipment, woodcraft and other ,
plete ration of grain, mash and country.
ntient wherein the driver or
exhibits were made by farm boys
water or milk should be kept beand girls from Central Kentucky
someone else is injured or
fore the hens, in addition to Muscling In
counties at the annual 4-H club
On Patriotism
tilled. Look at these pictures
oyster shell or limestone.
and Future Farmers fair at Lex- -In making a septic tank sewand smile, but don't count on
'S, this ear ran
LOUISVILLE, Ky., (I') — DeAFTER a col talon with a ington.
age disposal system, it has been
this
kind
of
luck the next time
Grand championships in the 4a railroad track besedan, this truck was left with
ROBERT M.
LAFOLLETTE, found that in most Kentucky soils fense emphasis has produced a.
you drive to work or go on the
H club division were: Beef cattle,
crashing into a police
cab pointing upward' Near
whose Republican opponent in from 30 to 50 feet of tile are minor boom in tattooing.
Kendell Keller, Bourbon county;
atGlen Head, N. Y.
highway for a pleasure spin.
"Business," says Charles B
Chicago.
Wisconsin will be out ta break needed for each person in the
canning, Virginia Bowles, Shelby
family. For a family of two to Hamilton ("Prof. Delerno" to the
Progressives' hold,
county; Nancy Stotts, Fayette
six, the tank should be at least profession) "has jumped 100 Per
county; dairy cattle, John Kalcent in three months.
5 by 2 1-2 feet.
mey, Jefferson county; foods,
"Youths thinking about enterEarly fall is ideal as a time to
Gladys Tilton, Fayette county;
plan the location of shrubs and ing the services, and a lot already
room improvement, Frances MorItrees. Only during the time they in, have been flocking in for flags
gerson, Fayette county; sheep
are in leaf is it possible to visu- eagles and other patriotic deBuford Martin, Owen county;
alize what they will look like and signs."
swine, Thomas Griffin, Boyle
how much space they will recounty.
Twenty-two portal,' have been
quire when fully grown,
In the clothing demonstrations,
War is said to be affecting wo- dug in Franklin county's Bald
blue ribbon; went to teams from
men's fashions. Designers are Knob community.
Garrard, Madison and Oldham
placing emphasis on simple
counties, and red ribbons to
clothes, and tending to revive
teams from Anderson, Fayette
the styles of 1918. Fashions then
and Scott counties. Teams from
were toned down in effect, sober
cud hang by a thread when this The car on top rolled over three times before
'
Clark, Jessamine and Shelby
in color, tailored and othen manplunged into a 20-foot washut at Brown's assuming it final position, Driver of the other
counties won blue ribbons in the
Formula 0. K. 20 to especially
nish.
, N. J. and was kept from turning over car had time to jump to safety. In IVIinneaprepared for the treatment of gum
foods demonstrations, and teams
and trouble.,
Unfavorable pasturage
polls.
it caught on a steel cable,
from Fayette, Garrard, Madison,
Bleeding,
sore or tender gun's.
marketGOVERNOR HAROLD STAB- growing weather delayed
teeth sensitive to tot/ch.-pus la
Mason, and Oldham counties won
SPIN of Minnesota, whose show- ing Kentucky lambs this season, the gurne..gumboile- all mean the
gums need attention or you matV
red ribbons.
ing will have bearing on his and brought them in competition lose your teeth.
holarships for
Many Family Needs I Big Region Served
Blue ribbon winners In the
Formula 0. K. 20
the teetie
with western and cornbelt lambs. or
presidential potentialities.
no coat.
style show were Melrose Dunn of
by Quicksand Fair
This accounts largely for the big
culture Students Furnished by Farm
Betty Jane Sender, Grant coundrop in prices in mid-summer.
Walker
'
s Drug Store
A large part of Eastern Ken- ty; Mary Evelyn Hargrove, OldA study of farms in Robertson
Roebuck scholarships of
ham
county,
Betty
Logston,
Macounty, made by the farm econo- tucky is served by the annual
each have been awarded
mics department of the Kentuc- festival and fair held each fall dison county; Wanda Ray, Garung men who will enter
rard
county;
and
Barbara Ann
ky Agricultural Experiment Sta- at the Robinson Agricultural Ex'versa). o: Kentucky Col- tion, shows that food and other periment Substation at Quick- Scott, Fayette county. Winners
of red ribbons were Mabel Baber
Agriculture in the fall for family needs produced on the sand, Breathitt county. Dates of
this year's fair are Sept. 26-27. and Betty Mae Rhodus, Mndisvn
-41 school year. Selected farms averaged in value $313 to
In addition to displays of farm county; Nancy Durrett, Shelby
347 a year. Vegetables and other
basis of scholarship, leadcounty; Grace McDowell, Fayette
foods were worth $166 to $190 a crops, livestock, home and school
character and the need
county; and Juanita Wells, Madiyear. More than half of the ave- exhibits, one entire division will
e assistance in attending
son county.
rage family food supply was pro- be for 4-ti club members, of
A stock judging contest was
the men receiving the
whom these are many thousands
duced at home.
won by Bourbon county, with
are:
Gardens averaged four-tenths in the eastern counties of the
e Barnett, Bagdad; Chas.
state. The club members, leaders, Woodford and Mason tied for
t. Bremen; Orvil Cockrel, of an acre in size. The families teachers and parents will hold second place and Spencer and
illei Oscar Cull. Carroll- also used an average of 636 a parade, after which outstand- Boyle tied for third place.
No
ugh Drury, Hardinsburg; pounds of. home-produced pork, ing cluos, members and leaders
JOHN O'CONNOR, "purged" in
reen, Kuttawa; Robert 47 chickens, 103 dozen eggs and will be given public recognition
Change! °
1938, would go back to congress
Kentucky 4-H
, Stamping Ground; Paul 321 -gallons of milk. The farms
Folk aancing, bahad singing.
as a representative from New
furnished
an
average of seven games and contests are other Club News
ROCCOrds
, Waynesburg; Robert
York.
La
. Rockfield; E. B. Nace, to 10 cords of wood per farm. features o: this annual two-day
The
Parker's
Lake
club in McHad the farm homes been rent- lair for Eastern Kentucity.
Y.
Owen,
. B.
Hopkins01,
Creary county is sponsoring a Hickman Golfer
d Alfred Pettus, Stan- ed for cash, they would have cost
community garden. A half-acre Wins
$136 to $141 a year,
Black Patch
is devoted to tomatoes, corn and
kale for canning, for use next Championship Here
Owlsey county farmers who
winter in preparing hot lunches
RIBE FOR THE LEADER had a large yield of alfalfa now
Wilson Randall, of Hickman,
An experiment at the Kentucky at school.
are planning heavy fall seedings.
Miss Hazel Neace, Perry coun- won the Black Patch Golf TourAMAZING now
Agricultural Experiment Station
Philco Photo-Elecat Lexington shows how fertile ty club member, sees no reason nament held in connection with
IIK Radio- Ptiontragraph
' Screen Test Answers
land may be rapidly depleted in why a pig can't be clean. She the Tobacco Festival here Sunteproduces records
Is) Leda tenet. (b) "Lif• With lc) Dallas. (d) San Antonio.
through reflections of a
potash if manure and crop re- follows instructions given in day and Monday, by leadi:4 a
4. (a) Clark (sable, (b) Andy DC'
" ie) Gene Tierney in "Re.
floating Jewel .on
Of Frank James."
vine, (a) Charlotte Greenwood. (d)
sidues are not saved and return- Kentucky College of Agriculture
Photo - Electric Cell!
Garfield.
field of 32 entries with a score of
la) .No, No. Nanette!" (b) John
6.
Mrs. Bob Howard, (b) Mrs.
ed to the soil, Where no manure Circular No, 193 and then she
Only Philo) has It!
I." tel "Desert Song." (d) Tom(a)
Lewis, (c) Mrs. Clark An.
216 for 54 'noes.
nweet."
Many other phonograph
was returned, applications of gives her pig two baths a week.
drews. (d) Mrs. Sing Grigsby, (•)
a) Denton. (b) Weatherford. Mrs. Reginald Venable.
Randall, shooting six over par,
features, including Au
potash increased corn yields The pig is said to like it and sulk
tomaticRecordChanger.
was
followed
by
E.
P.
Shelton,
nearly 10 bushels to the acre. if neglected.
And, the new t94i
In Leslie county, it was found Paducah, 223. 0. H. Shelton,
No need to
Where eight tons of manure were
PhilEo radio inventions
move decorabrother to the runnerup, also
used, potash increased the yield that a 12-year-old boy who had
lions! Simply
bearing Paducah colors, was third
by less than a bushel to the acre. never been to camp before won
tilt grille fora star award. Six representatives with 225. J. Whittmore, Paducah,
ward, place
records, push
of the county attended the and Merle Brown, Princeton were j
Ignorance Was Bliss
grille b a ck
Quicksand camp for the full fourth and fifth with 227 and 233
and play.
Philro Home Recording Unit
espectively.
LAMAR, Colo, (ill—Ray Wil- week's activities.
available as optional equipment
1'(Het committees of beer distributors throughout Kentucky
The
Paxton
Park
team
from
Simple,
Easy
Summer
picnics
have
been
held
at moderate extra cost.
liams of Lamar had a broken leg
or now been organized to augment the law-enforcement
Paducah won the team trophy by I
Convenient
for three days before he knew it. Ira almost all Cumberland coun'rogram of the Kentucky Brewers and Beer Distributors
utshooting
a
Princeton
aggregaTERMS * Big irodo-in Allowenco
EASY
ty
communities
by 4-H or Utopia
Getting out of his car to inspect
matinee.
.
a tire, he tripped and hurt his clubs. Stressing the importance
em'committees are composed of responsible business men
leg. Three days later the leg be- of outdoor living and supervised
Julian Jones, Lyon county,
gissi citizens of their communities—who realize that in
gan to ache. An x-ray showed recreation, the club members
against
campaign
swirling our "clean up or close up"
have undertaken personal re- threshed 1,769 pounds of timothy
the bcne was fractured.
s.violating retail beer outlets, they are protecting their
sponsibility for arranging tours, seed from a 10-acre field.
vs interests.
Niile Floyd county communi- picnics, etc.
ties had showings of films of reHickman county club members
leanwhile, enenurnged by public, press and official support,
forestation and wild life.
rare investigating the conduct of retail outlets anti issuing
have projects in woodwork, soils,
and insect and nature study.
aroings to the scattered few violators that neither the public
'or Kentucky's $20,000,000 legalized beer industry will tob
The Captain Likes
Among the most popular is work
rate the continuance in business of those who do not respect
An Upper Berth
in woods. Members are sending to
he pri,ileges of their licenses.
libraries for books on it, and preparing scrapbooks of designs and
Ill ean help preserve beer's social and economic benefits
PORTLAND, Me. (R)—Slipping
notes.
0 Kentucky by patronizing only respectable, law-abiding
by Ocean Point, Captain Charles
In Martin county 114 boys and
qablisliments.
H. Wade's excursion boat "Balmy girls started 327 club projects,
I am now ready to collect your 1940 State arta County
Days" looks like a Flying Dutch- with the largest numbers in
Taxes.Pay now and save 2%.
clothing,.corn, canning and small
man.
fruits. Other projects are swine:
The control board is deserted
To those who owe 1939 Poll Taxes, please come
calf, ewe and lamb, poultry and
and there's no one at the wheel. garden.
in and pay them at once.
But on top of the cabin sits CapI reek E. Illanakerty
303 Martin Drown Bldg.
it
bealoville. Ky.
tain Wade with a metal cylinder
51.1e I)Inetor
Every male person reaching the age of 21 on or
in his hand. A cord runs from
July 1, 1939, will owe a Poll Tax for 1940.
before
Once
controls.
to
the
the cylinder

Hold Annual Fair

ARE YOUR TEETH LOOSE
OR GUMS SORE?

4ca

PHILCO

A3diaza
seamtitifq
tialea r

i the liZatiALL
"th• Record!

No Manure Brings
Potash Depletion

Exdusive Phiko
TILT-FRONT CABINET

ACHINERY for ACTION!

Only

$129.95

ENTUCKY BREWERS & BEER
IISTRIBUTORS COMMITTEE

YOU might drive safely
... but someone else may drive too Fast
and involve you in an accident. After'
the crash it's too late to think about
insurance protection. You need it now!

Service Insurance
Agency

In a while the captain pushes a
key. The boat swerves to port or
starboard.
The cylinder, which embodies
the same principles as electric
steering devices on huge oceango!ng vessels, was invented by
Elmer J, Wade, an electrical research engineer.
One would certainly expect to
find Hoover Taft, a Citizen of
Raleigh, N. C., in the ranks of the
G. 0. P. On the contrary, he is
organizer and leader of the North
Carolina Young Democratic clubs

"Build-Up" Relief
Explained to Women

A simple method has saved many
women a lot of suffering!
It is based on the fact that headaches, nervousness, cramp-like pain
are often symptoms of functional
dysrnenorrhea due to malnutrition.
Help for this condition an often
follows the use of CARDUI, because it usually increases the appetite altd the flow of gastric juice;
thus aids digestion and helps build
physical resistance. Usual result
is ins periodic distress.
Many who take CARDUI a few
days before and during "the time"
hay* found this helps ease periodic
discomfort. Women have used
CARDUI for more than 60 years!

Help our County by
PAYING EARLY
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The Man Who 'Cries' The Most
About Business Doesn't
Advertise In The LEADER

Pk

A Good Week For Soap

Get Ready for Fall Cleaning as many housewives have already started. More for your Money
ill the time.
I .1
iettelg

OKAY LAUNDRY

P&G

SOAP 3'l. Cikes.

I Oc

SOAP

SERVING 'rRA' ic, Lg. Pkg.

r%

CAMAY

CHIPS0.4 20e,,total
OXYDOL
CailforniL.k;irt

PEACHES 2 lg. cans
Loving Cup i lb., pkg. I4c

COFFEE 3-1b. pkg.
SPAB LAUNDRY

BLEACH qt. bottle
SHAVER'S

Grapefruit No.2 can
PARKER HOUSE

COFFEE 1-lb. tin
Splendid Quality Peanut

BUTTER.

2-lb. jar

e IC

SOAP

Pork Chops

lb.

BOLOGNA

SAUSAGE

JOWL

s 1 7C

PINK MOUNTAIN

lb.

CAKES
WINDMILL

39c
10c

SUGAR

10c

SYRUP

lb.

COOKIES

19c
15C
1 OC

friOund PURE CANE

cotton bag 1.19

Table Si;e LOG CABIN

can

YELLOW

23c
19c

ONIONS

10-lb. bag

Delicious Armour's Treet

can

MEAT

17c
23c
23c

FRUITS AND VEGETABLES

22c

lb.
lb.

12k

lb.

9c

SUGAR CURED

3 cakes

TISSUE 3 lg. rolls

10c

NICE SIZE

Frankfurters

29e,

SEMINOLE "Cotton Soft"

20c
25c

BETTER MEAT VALUES
Cut from small tender loins

10 cakes

RED DELICIOUS

lb.

APPLES
U. S. NO. 1

POTATOES 10 lbs.
Big Sweet Spanish

ONIONS

lb.

360 SIZE

LEMONS

doz.

5c
16c
5c

25c

Fresh Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Fresh Meats. More for your Money all the time.
flurry and select

your

Cremaa

Tableware.

Ite

Red Front Stores

He Doesn't Tell the Public Through the PRINCETON
LEADER...
.--About the goods hecarries in stock.
2.--About the priceN he has to offer.
3.--A1)out the service he gives to his custotners.
it is advantageous to trade with him.
5.--Why his merchandise is specially desirable.
6.--That he appreciates his old customers and
wants all theiFimsiness.
7.--That he is seeking new customers and would
like to have new callers.
8.--Anything about new goods, improved household items, or better types of machinery.
9.--Anything about new styles, new patterns, new
uses for this or that, new o7 better foods.
Every Merchant Is
Concerned With Markets....
Every Market is Dependent Upon Advertising
There Is One Good Advertising Medium---IN PRINCETON--

THE PRINCETON

LEADER
Where RFADF,R INTEREST Is Always
The First Consideration
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War Brings Out Some Wacky Ideas
AM I '1IFF•,-

Turkey is Becoming
All-Year Menu Staple
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Birds Coming on
Market This Month

PRINCETON STEAM
LAI NORY
By BOBBIN COONS'
Turkey Is coming to be as much
Phone 35
an all-year meat as chicken, and
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there is a continuous market for
Service
Aasociated Peas Feature Service
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them for the holiday trade, depending partly upon local prices.
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to help the FBI in its pursuit of spies. The con- colored as the older birds, but
From what musical stage shows did these song hits come?
A modern Jules Verne proposes that whales traption
would be adjusted to peek into pockets their weight Ls in favor of the
• (a) "I Want to Be Happy." (b) "Castle of Dreams." (c)
be used to sink enemy submarines. The whale of
•
•
•
.
passersby and sound an alert to FBI agents average family requirements. To"One Alone." (d) "I'll See You Again."
DR. C .F. ENGLEHARIft
would be armored with a steel ram and sent out who
would be lurking just around the corner.
day's turkeys are streamlined—
You know that Texas is the mother of movie beauties, but
Chiropractor
they fit the small oven and the
• do you know the home towns of (a) Ann Sheridan, (b)
concerned, including around she had been married
X-Ray Service
family of three to five,
Mary Martin, (c) Mary Brian, (d) Brenda Marshall?
the reader, if there were three. three months and was "expect•
•
• •
,tterary
And it is also true that Miss War- ing." One of those marriages In The turkey crop of 1940 is A Trade-marks and such. What movie stars come to miad first
large,
storage
and
buildings
cold
ir•
-when you think of (a) oversized ears, (b) a-gravelly voice,
ren sometimes overdoes things. which an impetuous and over•
=
(c) elongated legs, (d) a dangling-from-mouth cigarette?
BEARING'S
For example, it is difficult to be- reaching man and a calm, strong are large. On August 1 there
were
turkey
29,530,000
pounds
of
• BARBER and BEAUTY
lieve that Gerda, her "founda- woman live and complement each
What are the married names of (a) Andrea Leeds, (b) LoIn storage compared with 14,211,
•
Phone 21
• retta Young, (c) Claire Trevor, (d) Dixie Lee, (e) Fay
tion stone," could have been the other was well under way. Miss
•
•
•
. •
Bainter?
developed woman Miss Warren Warren takes her people out of 000 pounds on the same date last
year
and
avea
12,382,000-pound
claims she was at the age of 13. Carolina and re-establishes them
Warren; (Knopf: $3.00).
Count
points
each
20
for
question correctly answered. A
•
•
.
rage for the preceding five years.
score of 60 is good,80 excellent and 90 or above colossal.
But in most ways this product in Alabama, and builds with
Our writers are trill hankering
ROTHRO('K'S CAFE
Farmers are especially benefited
"A Good Place to Ear
after "Gone With the Wind" and , of 12 years exhausting labor , the family a new life in a new by the trend toward eating tur"Anthony Adverse," or at any I seems firm and sound. Gerda was'country.
Phone 93
key the year around.
The materials are much the
•
•
.
rate after the market those two the
daughter of a Carolina Whet'same as the materials of life anyliterary marathons found. But
Miss
W(aham,
Grayson
Ella
stone and a van Ifort from the where, but the setting is differvery few of the contenders have I
county, had het- flock of 175
MITCHELL BROS.
offered what Lella Warren offers Dutch country up the Hudson. ent, Alabama in the years before chickens
vaccinated for chickenWASHINGTON, Iowa (A')—
Plumbing & Heating
t
the
war has not often been done
When she was 13 her Dutch
hi her "Foundation Stone."
MINNEAPOLIS
pox,
(JP)—Jean Mar- Mrs. Dell Walker has reason
Sheet Metal Work
to
It is true that this rangy novell grandfather informed her that'without a good deal of magnolia
Twelve Daviess county farmers garet Swain, a University of MinPhone 255W
be proud of her cooking. Her
Is too long; there is material for her Grandfather Whetstone had scent and banjo-strumming, and are
keeping farm and home re- nesota co-ed, obtained an air•
.
•
three novels in the book and it left her a plantation and some Miss Warren's Is the real Alabadaughter,
Marjorie, 18, and her
cords, reports W. 0. Hubbard, asmotor stopped dead, She glided
would have been better for other trinkets, and the two of ma. There is, barring occasional
son, Thomas 15, were chosen
sistant county agent.
them journeyed south to take up moments when her literary
In Kenton county, several de- Civil Aeronautics auvitority pro- Washington county's 4-H club
the inheritance. They journeyed flights get the better of her, a
Insurance
monstrations have been given on gram after inserting a bit of health champions
for 1940.
also into the midst of an almost solidity and sturdiness in "Foun"Realestate, bought, sold.
brooding chicks by electricity.
realism that wasn't in the curdation
unique
Stone"
altnost
feudal plantation of the 11120s—
Exchanged and Rented
riculum.
dozens of negroes, dozens of among Southern novels.
Officires of Hickory,'N.
Champion Two Miler
Phone 97
Miss Swain's final test required
whites more or less related, a beRegistered Berkshire hogs,
that she make a forced landing. seeking a man charged with bitwildering tangle of relationships
boars and gilts.
LOUISVILLE (Al— Four times At 13,000 feet she was preparing ing his girl friend on the nose.
•
• •
and duties, and a country where
•
each working day for the past 10r the stunt when the plane's
the land, having been misused,
Souothdown Sheep
•
E. J. HOGAN"S CAFE
35 years, John J. Barry, publisher motor stopped daed. She glided
William Rutter, 98, a Civil War
was thinning out,
Rams and Ewes
• Sandwiches and Cold
Oscar Hamlin, McCreary coun- of the Kentucky Irish-American, onto the landing field without veteran of Prairie du Chien, Wis., •
, And Yarbrough. Yarbrough was
North Harrison
has
walked
the
two
miles
crackup
beor injury.
J. M. DEAN
helps with the harvest.
•
•
• •
30 as against Gerda's 13. Five ty, has an excellent red clover tween
his home and office, Barry
days after Gerda met the man crop on hill land' treated with
II. 4
Marion
figures he has walked more than
she was engaged to him, and lime and phosphate.
85,000 miles, back and forth.
when next Christmas came
Fifty farmers attended a tur-

1

2

3

anialaillniliallrybody

L
Gutdepost ..

5

FOR SALE

525

Phone

525

Prompt Service -:- Any Where
Any Time
Headquarters -:- C's Pool Room

key tour in Clark county, observing the "streamlined birds" 6 to
9 pounds in weight.
Five commercial marl quarries
are being operated in Green
county, and more than 8,000 tons
of marl have been spread.
Scott county farmers who grew
tobacco in test plots found phosphate tripled the size of the
plants,
Byrd Haywood, Hopkins county, has five varieties of tobacco
on his farm.
A Gallatin county farmer, L. D.
Richards, recently opened his
farm for neighbors to inspect his
hybrid corn fields.

A .arge Company owns one farm in Caldwell County. It
desires to sell this farm at an early date. If you are interested in a bargain this is

EANIVC

E. A. Uden
1311 Nashville Trust Bldg., Nashville, Tenn
Brokers' Cooperation Welcomed

I
• FARMERS CONFECTIONER
A Good Place to get a
•
•
Good Sandwich
•
West Main St.
•
•
•
•

•

DR. W. U. RAMAGE
CHIROPRACTOR Free Examinations
134 E. Main St.
•
•
•
•
SERVICE SHOE SHOP
L. HOGAN, Prop.
West Court '-aolare
•
•

And, of course, a cordial reception
and careful attention to your entertainment during your stay are yours,
always, at the

Just off the tree, Home Grown,Hand Picked and Clean.
Eat more and more apples. Feed the kiddies all they
will eat.
From the days of Adam and Eve. APPLES have been the King of all Fruits.
The enjoyment from this delicious fruit can be derived in so many ways.
In Pies, Sauce, Jelly, Salads, or Baked, Fried, Dried and many other ways
APPLES are complete and essential.
Besides the above average palapability, King Apple contains more health
eying vitamins than any other fruit. So "An Apple For The Teacher" is
living axiom for health respecting people from Kindergarden to Business
Man.
VIRGINIA FISCHER
Has Won 10 Backstroke Titles

NTED IV

The Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
MONDAYS
now
IFIMPAYs

11 A. M.
W. H 0. P.

Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-fromhome, in Kentucky's metropolis.
... Prices will conform to your idea
of moderate charges for service
rendered.
Write
TURNER MILAM,
Assistant Manager,
For Reservation

Phonograph Record
, Shaped Into Vases
Getting A Big
I Associated Press Feature
PORTLAND, Ore.--Thoo
killer-diller phonograph flare ending up in strange P.
and strange shapes in
The music they e.aried too
dom hot enugh to melt
That's wile'e Violet
Gwendolyn Hooker. two
girls, come in.
The girls—"just say wen
"legal age-found themselves
out Jobs two years after a v!,,
sale florist shop closed. 1-•
came the big idea. Trey 'A
open a flower shop of their Specializing in cactus. .•
Flower Mecca soon bloomed •
pots for desert plants are
:71.
Pensive and they had little
ey,
‘.
Phonograph records and
lets school day art talents
seco
to the rescue. They hant
records. c
hand shops for old
and
them into boiling water
Tr'r
them into odd shapes.
and a decorati
paint
of
cclats
olgoe
motif leave the ex-blues
Dal). ts
with a porcelain effect
deans
fruit and geometric
the most popular.

Draft Measure
In Final Phase
Of Legislation

Powell Woodall Dies
In Paduc_ah -Hospital

Blytheville, Ark. (43)-0. M.
Whistle got mad at his cow, gave
her a swift kick. The cow reciprocated
Uncle 8am 14
Whistle went to the hospital
a
third annual
with a broken leg
Week, With
the
—
one'a looking for
Kathryn Maddox Woodall, forWrite today te
merly of Kuttawa; his father, C.
Powell WoOdali. son or u. ii. A. Woodall, Princeton, six broth- Newlyweds. shut*
loved ones,
friends
Woodall and well known here, ers, Roy, Howard and Dalton days,
elderly person,
died Saturday, Sept. '1, at the Woodall, Memphis, Russell Woodattention, sweetheart.
Illinois Central Hospital, Padu- all, Jr. Princeton, and a sister, of
others are
cah, where he underwent an op- Mrs. W. H. Bakiree, Mayfield!.
elplents of the
eration in June from which he Mrs. Clifton Hollowell is a steppostponed. The t.r:,
did not rec-.."*^. He was a former sister.
6-12, and the Dos, .
resident of Princeton but had
Funeral services were conduct- Nation
are expeetllii
been. lit ing in. Metropolis, Ill. ed Monday afternoon at Padu- mess.
several years, where he was 005- cah, at 2:30 o'clock, the Rev. A.
flected with the U. S. Engineers M. Parish, assisted by the Rev.
Department.
John Burns Horton, officiating.
When Mrs. 0. C,
He was born in Kuttawa and Mr. Woodall was a member of
Durham, N. C., maw
moved to McCracken county the Metropolis Methodist church.
what appeared to be
when young, spending much of
Pallbearers were Wood Irvin, she
found that it
his life in Paducah. He was grad- Kuttawa, Fred Stallins, Princewrapped around a
uated from Kuttawa high school ton, Russell Easterday, Dr. W. A.
in the class of 1931, and later Gray, both of Metropolis, Joe
Roy Roberts, Who
attended Murray State Teachers Fawkes, Julian Boone, Paducah,
rheeninseBlalsyatrh:
cle,i .14
College.
Joe Burnett, and Jack Phipps, skunks in
payment of
Surviving are his wife, Mrs. both of Mayfierd.
stot
a
alnd

Popular Young Man
Failed to Recover
After Operation

Senate and House
Conferees May
Change 60-Day Postponement Clause
By Associated Press
Washington, Sept. 10.—The l
oeace-time conscription bill was
jn Into the conference state to
day, with senate conferees freeby a 48-19 senate vote—to flight
the house amendment postponing the draft for 60 days.
The situation was the result of
a move by Senator Adams (DColo) to cenlent that much Msputed provision into the measure
by having the senate instruct its
conferees to accept it.
Not only did the chamber reject this move but it voted down,
44 to 23, a proposal that the conferees be found to insist upon
the, senate-approved draft age
limits of 21 to 30, inclusive,
(The house figures are 21 to 44).
Thus after weeks of controversy the draft act had reached one ON SEPT. 5 MUTAT was crown prince of Ruof the Anal phases of legislative
mania. On Sept. B he was king. Just like that.
action.
His father, Carol II, abdicated.
In conference, representatives
The change was sudden But Mihai,
of the house and senate will diswho has
spent much time following sports
and hobbies,
cuss the points on which the
bills of the two houses are at also has studied hard for his kingship. Ills
majesty, the king:
variance and try to bring them
Into conformity. Approval of
AGE: 18.
their work by each branch sends
HOBBIES
: Taking pictures, lAchicking,
a bill on to the White House.
The senate supporters of con- hunting, driving autos and motor boats, skiing,
scription were frankly pleased tennis.
at the result of the votes taken.
EDUCATION: Physical education, military
Since the senate had refusd to
training, work in an automobile factory.
Engsay that its conferees should ac- lish,
Rumanian, German, French, history,
cept the 80-day postponement
amendment, they were inclined
to argue that it also had told the
confereesio reject it.

government, mathematics, philosophy, dancing.
POSITIONS: A Rumanian senator, member
of the Rumanian academy, lieutenant in the
army and navy.
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
handsome, dimpled, tall.
THE LOVE ANGLE: Some Rumanians believe
he will marry one of the twin daughters of
Carol II's cousin, Prince Frederick Victor of
the house of Hohenzollern--Sigmaringen, of

Eerg`A.,`
NERVINE TABLETS

COUNTRY STYLE BACON
PURE PORK SAUSAGE
BOLOGNA or FRANKS
ALL GOOD SLICE BACON
SMOKED JOWL BUTTS

CHEESE Melobit American orBrick
MUSTARD

MOCHA BAR CAKE
CHOCOLATE White Layer Cake

_

PEANUT BUTTER Sultana 2-lb. jar
SCHOOL TABLETS

Beans Ann
Page

veweitth pork
Boston
g erFn
Style

FRUIT JARS Mason Quarts
JAR TOPS doz. 21c JAR RUBBERS

ORANGES ___
'POKAY GRAPES
GRIMES GOLDEN APPLES
YELLOW ONIONS
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Germany. The girl's names are Marie Antoinette and Marie Aldegonde.

Miss Margaret Elizabeth Hill,
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs.
By Mrs, M. Porter
George D. Hill, of South Jefferson
Mrs. D. D. Rogers entertained Street,
returned to Atlanta, Ga.,
.11 number of her relatives Sunday after spending last week-end atat 12 o'clock dinner. Out-of- tending Tobacco Festival festiviBailey McGregor, 90, died at
While the mercury pushed the
town guests were: Mr. and Mrs. ties here. Miss Hill had as her
his
98 mark in Detroit, Charles
home north Of Princeton
Lacy Higbee and mother, Mrs. guest while in Princeton, Misa
James, colored, stole a furnace. (September 8. Mr. McGregor was
Seauregllt, Hermansville, Miss., Mary Thomas Montgomery, or
a retired farmer and long a reProvidence. Miss Hill expects to
sident of Caldwell county. He is and Mr. and Mrs. William E. spend
this week-end with Miss
survived by numerous relatives Willis, Morgantown.
Montgomery, attending
rush
of this section. The body was
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Baker, week at Breneau
College, at
brought to the Brown Funeral Mr. and Mrs,
W. G. Shoulders, Gainsville, Ga., for Zeta Tau
Home and burial was at the McMrs. Stella Carrington, Misses Alpha sorority, of which both are
Gregor cemetery.
Ella Meadows, Turley and Lellie members.
Calhoun :Attended it fish fry on
Mr. J. V. Murphy of Chicago
the Cumberland River Monday
is visiting his father, Mr. J. S.
night.
Murphy near Princeton.
The infant son of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. John Carrington,
Mrs. Robert Routen died here St.
Louis, have been visiting reAugust 29.
latives and friends here the past
week.
Modern Casey Jones
Mrs. P. L. Perkins' father, Mr.
Sticks To The Throttle
John Averitt. is steadily improvFormula 0. K. 20 was originated
ing from his illness,
by a Pyorrhea Specialist of national
HOT SPRINGS, Ark. (FP)—Even
reputation.
Formula
0. K. 20 Is used In the
on the highways, J. E. Young, retreatment of bleeding. sore tender
gums, pus pockets or of gums
tired railroad engineer, is "stickbeginning to recede, sanative teeth,
ing with the steam."
gum boils.
Easy to apply. Sure In results.
Wanting to travel after all his
Formula 0. K. 20 saves your teeth
years in a locomotive cab, he deBy Miss L. D. Jones
sr no cost.
cided he knew more about steam
Mr. and Mrs. William Morse
than gasoline. So he looked all Egbert, Hawseville, spent the
ever the country before finding a week-end with Rev. and Mrs. H.
19-year old steamer automobile. A. Egbcrt
For Young, it 'ticks like a watch.'
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Board, DePLAIN TOE
troit, Mnih., spent several days
All Leather middle Sole—
lost week with Mrs. Ida Harper.
Leather Insole,
Miss Margaret Hillyard spent Effective now, all classified ads
Iron-ComPo
TWO A.M. AND NOT
Sole Extra Heavy Heel.
A NERVINE TABLET Saturday night with Miss Rosalie must be paid for when ordered,
except in cases of buslness firms
Ray.
IN 741E HOUSE
Rev. and Mrs. Rudolph Lane having regular advertising aovisited in this community Sun- counts with the Leader. There
will be no deviation from this
day afternoon.
Misses Ruth Van Hooser, Do- rule.
rothy Lee Asher, Mary Marlon
Ray and Margaret Louise Baker FOR RENT—lst of month. House
located on Bast Main St. See
spent Sunday afternoon with
W. L. Davis—Marble & GraMass Florence and L. D. Jones.
nite Works.
reg-tf-up.
Miss Nellie Engler spent Friday
night with Miss Mary Van HoosWANTED--Hisckory timber for
er.
prices specifications, write H.
Mr. Cannon Egbert, Detroit,
T. York, P. 0. Box 418,
Mich., visited his parents, Rev.
Do You Lie Awake Nights?
Princeton, or call at mill
and Mrs. H. A. Egbert last week.
near I. C. Roundhouse. TurnAA ILLIONS do. The worst of
Iv% it is, you never know when
er, Day and
Woolworth
a sleepless night is coming.
Handle Co.
at p 12
Why not be prepared?
Modern
William
Ray
Rooms
Negro
Sims,
lor
30,
Rent. With,
DR. MILES
garage wruker, died September
or without meals. Call 547,
Effervescent Nervine Tabliets
5.
He
was
Mr.
buried
T.
H. King
help to quiet the nerves and
in the Cedar
2t-np.
Hill Cemetery.
permit refreshing sleep.
liOR SALE-1938 half-ton InterStop in at the drug store tonational truck and 1936, 1 1-2
day and get a package.
ton International — BarTry Dr. Miles Nervine Tabgain. Rufus Boaz.
1-t
lets for Nervousness, SleepINDIANAPOLIS (W) — Mrs. For Trade, Sale or Rent,
lessness due to Nervourness,
two
Nervous Headache, ExcitaBeulah Boroughs, 2208 Park avemiles from Princeton on
bility, Nervous Irritability.
nue, No. 1, told police somebody
Dawson Highway, 2 or more
got into her apartment and stole
Small Package 3.5*
acres land, five-room house,
Large Package 750
100 pennies and a dime bank
garage, well, cistern, elecReed fon Citations
containing $5.
in package
tricity. See Floyd Scott, It P.
Mrs. Alice Amy, 2208 Park
FOR
SALE—Howard Piano. Reaavenue, No. 2, told police somesonable
price. See Mrs.
body got into her apartment and
Homer Crawley or call 328.
stole 100 pennies and a dime bank
It-p.
containing $5.
Mrs. K. C. Rollins of Cedar
Rapids, Id, paid her third traffic
fine of the month by sitting out
the JalLaantence.
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Powell Woodall Dies
In Paducah Hospital

Draft Measure
In Final Phase
Of Legislation

Blytheville, Ark. (2)-0. M.
Whistle got mad at his cow, gave
her a swift kick. The cow reciprocated.
Uncle 8am ig
Whistle went to the hospital
third annual
with a broken leg.
Week, With the
--one's looking tot
Kathryn Maddox Woodall, for- Write
today tp
merly of Kuttawa; his father, C. Newlyweds,
awe
Powell Woodall, son of C. A. A. Woodall, Princeton, six broth- loved
ones, friends
Roy,
Howard
and
ers,
Dalton
Woodall and well known here,
days, elderly parlous
died Saturday, Sept. 7, at the Woodall, Memphis, Russell Wood- attention,
sweethearts
Illinois Central Hospital, Padu- all, Jr., Princeton, and a sister, of ethers are
cah, where he underwent an op- Mrs. W. H. Baleiree, Mayfield. ciplents of
the
eration in June from which he Mrs. Clifton Hollowell is a step- postponed. The time
did not recover. He was a former sister.
6-12, and the /e,0
Funeral services were conduct- Nation
resident of Princeton but had
are exv-,...:4
Monday
ed
afternoon
at Padu- Iness.
been living in, Metropolis. Ill.
several years, where he was con- cah, at 2:30 o'clock, the Rev, A
nected with the U. S. Engineers M. Parish, assisted by the Rev.
John Burns Horton, officiating.
Department.
When Mrs. 0
C,
He was born in Kuttawa and Mr. Woodall was a member of Durham, N.
C., Rabid
moved to McCracken county the Metropolis Methodist church. what
appeared to as
when young, spending much of
Pallbearers were Wood Irvin, she found
that ic
Ins life in Paducah. He was grad- Kuttawa, Fred Stallins, Prince- wrapped
around a
uated from Kuttawa high school ton, Russell Easterday, Dr, W. A.
in the class of 1931, and later Gray, both of Metropolis, Joe
Roy Roberts, who
attended Murray State Teachers Fawkes, Julian Boone, Paducah, al store in
Bayard, N.
College.
Joe Burnett, and Jack Phipps, skunks In
payment of
Snrviving are his wife, Mrs. both of Mayfield.
and then sells then Is

Popular Young Man
Failed to Recover
After Operation

Senate and Hous
Conferees May
Change 60-Day Postponement Clause
By Associated Press
Washington, Sept. 10.—The
oeace-time conscription bill was
an into the conference state today, with senate conferees free—
by a 48-19 senate vote—to fight
the house amendment postponing the draft for 60 days.
The situation was the result of
a move by Senator Adams (DColo) to cenient that much aisputed provision into the measure
by having the senate instruct its
conferees to accept it.
Not only did the chamber re
ject this move but it voted down,
44 to 23, a proposal that the conferees be found to insist upon
the, senate-approved draft age
limits of 21 to 30, inclusive.
(The house figures are 21 to 44).
Thus after weeks of controversy the draft act had reached one
of the Anal phases of legislative
action.
In conference, representatives
of the house and senate will discuss the points on which the
bills of the two houses are at
variance and try to bring them
into conformity. Approval of
their work by each branch sends
a bill on to the White House.
The senate supporters of conscription were frankly pleased
at the result of the votes taken.
Since the senate had refusd to
say that Its conferees should accept the 60-day postponement
amendment, they were inclined
to argue that it also had told the
conferees.to reject it,

ON SEPT. 5 MIHAI was crown
Rumania. On Sept. 8 he was king. Just like that.
His father, Carol II, abdicated.
The change was sudden But Mihai, who has
spent much time following sports and hobbies,
also has studied hard for his kingship. His
majesty, the king:
AGE: 18.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS:
handsome, dimpled, tall.

Haelthy,

THE LOVE ANGLE: Some Rumanians believe
he will marry one of the twin daughters of
Carol U's cousin, Prince Frederick Victor or

EDUCATION: Physical education, military
training, work in an automobile factory. English, Rumanian, German, French, history,

the house of Islohenzollern-Sigmaringen, of
Germany. The girl's names are Marie Antoinette and Marie Aldegonde.

By Mrs, M. Porter
Mrs. D. D. Rogers entertained
it number of her relatives Sunday

Bailey McGregor, 90, died at
While the mercury pushed the
98 mark in Detroit, Charles his home north of Princeton
James, colored, stole a furnace. September 8. Mr. McGregor was
a retired farmer and long a resident of Caldwell county. He is
survived by numerous relatives
cf this section. The body was
brought Co the Brown Funeral
Home and burial was at the McGregor cemetery.

PLAIN TOE

POSITIONS: A Rumanian senator, member
of the Rumanian academy, lieutenant in the
army and navy.

HOBBIES: Taking pictures, picnicking,
hunting, driving autos and motor boats, skiing,
tennis.

Mrs. K. C. Rollins of Cedar
Rapids, IC paid her third traffic
fine of.the month by sitting out
the jail:sentence.

All Leather Middle Sole—
Leather Insole, Iron-Compo
Sole Extra Heavy Heel.

government, mathematics, philosophy, dancing.

at 12 o'clock dinner, Out-oftown guests were: Mr. and Mrs.
Lacy Higbee and mother, Mrs.
Seaureglit, Herrnansville,
and Mr, and Mrs. William E.
Willis, Morgantown.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Baker,
Mr. and Mrs, W. G. Shoulders,
Mrs. Stella Carrington, Misses
Ella Meadows, Turley and Lellie

Miss Margaret Elizabeth Hill,
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs.
George D. 11111, of South Jefferson
Street, returned to Atlanta, Ga.,
after spending last week-end attending Tobacco Festival festivities here. Miss Hill had as her
guest while in Princeton, MiS3
Mary Thomas Montgomery, of
Providence. Miss Hill expects to
spend this week-end with Miss
Montgomery, attending
rush
week at Breneau
College, at
Gainsville, Ga., for Zeta Tau
Alpha sorority, of which both are
members.

Calhoun attended A. fish fry on
Mr. J. V. Murphy of Chicago
the Cumberland River Monday Is
visiting his father, Mr. J. S.
night.
Murphy near Princeton.
The infant son of Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. John Carrington,
Mrs. Robert Routen died here St, Louis, have been visiting reAugust 29.
latives and friends here the past
week.
Modern Casey Jones
Mrs. P. L. Perkins' father, Mr.
Sticks To The Throttle
John Averitt. is steadily improvFormula 0. K. 20 wak originated
ing from his illness.
by a Pyorrhea Specialist of national
reputation.
HOT SPRINGS, Ark. (IP)—Even
Formula 0. K. 20 141 used In the
on the highways, J. E. Young, retreatment of bleeding. sore tender
gums. pus pockets or of gums
tired railroad engineer, is "stickbeginning to recede, genitive teeth,
gum boll..
ing with the steam."
Easy to •ppiy. gun In results.
Wanting to travel after all his
Formula 0. K. 50 saves your tooth
or no coot.
By Miss L. D. Jones
years in a locomotive cab, he deMr. and Mrs. William Morse
cided he knew more about steam
than gasoline. So he looked all Egbert, Hawseville, spent the
over the country before finding a week-end with Rev. and Mrs. H.
19-year old steamer automobile. A. Egbcrt
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Board, DeFor Young, it 'ticks like a watch.'
troit, Mlzh., spent several days
last week with Mrs Ida Harper.
Miss Margaret Hillyard spent Effective now, all classified ads
TWO A.M. AND NOT
mast be paid for when ordered,
A NERVINE TABLET Saturday night with Miss Rosalie
except in cases of busmess firms
Ray.
IN THE HOUSE
Rev. and Mrs. Rudolph Lane having regular advertising acvisited in this community Sun- counts with the Leader. There
will be no deviation from this
day afternoon.
Misses Ruth Van Hooser, Do- rule.
rothy Lee Asher, Mary Marlon
FOR RENT-1st of month. House
Ray and Margaret Louise Baker
located on Bast Main St. See
spent Sunday afternoon with
W. L. Davis—Marble & GraMISS Florence and L. D. Jones.
nite Works.
reg-tf-up.
Of Miss Nellie Sigler spent Friday
night with Miss Mary Van Hoos- WANTED—Hisckory timber
for
er.
prices specifications, write H.
Mr. Cannon Egbert, Detroit,
T. York, P. 0. Box 418,
Mich., visited his parents, Rev.
Princeton, or call at mill
Do You Lie Awake Nights?
and Mrs. H. A, Egbert last week.
near I. C. Roundhouse. TurnAA ILLIONS do. The worst of
er, Day and
/VI it is, you never know when
Woolworth
a sleepless night is coming.
Handle Co.
4t p 12
Why not be prepared?
Modern Rooms tor Rent. With,
William
Ray
Negro
Sims,
30,
DR. 1411.ES
or without meals. Call 547,
garage wroker, died September
Effervescent Heroin* Tablets
Mr. T. H. King
5. He was buried in the Cedar
2t-np.
help to quiet the nerves and
Hill Cemetery.
permit -refreshing sleep.
b OR SALE-1938 half-ton InterStop in at the drug store tonational truck and 1936, 1 1-2
Calling All Cars,
day and get a package.
ton International — BarCalling All ears,
Try Dr. Miles Heroine Tabgain. Rufus Boaz.
1-t
lets for Nervousness, SleepINDIANAPOLIS (IP) — Mrs. For Trade, Sale or Rent, two
lesrness due to Nervousness,
Beulah Boroughs, 2208 Park avemiles from Princeton on
Nervous Headache, Excitability, Nervous Irritability.
nue, No. 1, told police somebody
Dawson Highway, 2 or more
got into her apartment and stole
acres land, five-room house,
Small Package ISS
Large Package 754
100 pennies and a dime bank
garage, well, cistern, elecItos4 fall dirsrlIon•
containing $5.
tricity. See Floyd Scott, It p.
paalgairc
Mrs. Alice Amy, 2208 Park
avenue, No. 2, told police some- FOR SALE—Howard Piano. Reasonable
price. See Mrs.
body got into her apartment and
Homer Crawley or call 328.
stole 100 pennies and a dime bank
It-p.
containing $5.

NERVINE TABLETS

CHEESE Melobit American orBrick
MUSTARD

MOCHA BAR CAKE
CHOCOLATE White Layer Cake

with pork
vegeterian or
Boston Style

16 oz.
Can

FRUIT JARS Mason Quarts
JAR TOPS doz. 21c JAR RUBBERS 2
pkgs.

PRODUCE

ORANGES
TOKAY GRAPES
GRIMES GOLDEN APPLES
YELLOW ONIONS
LEMONS, Pure Gold
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COUNTRY STYLE BACON
PURE PORK SAUSAGE
BOLOGNA or FRANKS
ALL GOOD SLICE BACON
SMOKED JOWL BUTTS
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